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This site covers many new movies like DivX movie, XviD movie, MPG
movie, and MPA movie. These videos come with subtitles and you can
play them on HD player with playback options like continuous, pause,

resume, fast forward, and reverse. 4. Vada Chennai Vada Chennai (aka
Vadachennai) is one of the Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX

player directed by Vettrimaran, a National Award winner. Dhanush stars in
the film, which also stars Samuthirakani, Aishwarya Rajesh, Ameer,
Kishore, and Andrea Jeremiah. A. Subaskarans Lyca Productions and

Dhanushs Wunderbar Films collaborated with Vetrimarans Grass Root Film
Company to produce the film as a trilogy. 12. Kakki Kakki is a 2012 Indian
Telugu romantic-comedy film starring Jr NTR, Charmy Kaur, and Ashwini.
The movie was directed by Krishna Vamsi and written by Sujith Shankar.
Its principal photography began on 5 November 2009. The film’s music

was composed by Devi Sri Prasad. It was released on 24 March 2011. 15.
Sunny Days of Mumbai Sunny Days of Mumbai (aka Sunny Days Mumbai)
is one of the Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX player directed by
Pramod Sridevan and Pradeep. Its one of the 2nd Telugu movie starring

Devaraj and Nagma. Devaraj is playing double role here, one as a factory
owner named Sunny and the other as his mother (in a flashback) and an
immoral man. Nagma is playing wife of the evil man, Devaraj's mother.
On the other hand, Rukmini is playing the role of a godly woman, who
helps Devaraj's mother in her endeavours. The film also stars Om Puri,
Mukesh Rishi, Jaya Prakash Reddy, and Sriranjani. Pramod's role is a

descendant of the godly spider clan. This movie also has high demand
and millions of views on MX player.
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player, and the best Hindi dubbed South Indian movie to watch online.
The action-drama movie revolves around life lessons that a woman

teaches to her daughter. The Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX
player have millions of views, and the movie is one of the best Hindi

dubbed South Indian movies to watch online. Har Din Diwali is one of the
best Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX player, and the best Hindi

dubbed South Indian movie to watch online. The action-drama movie
revolves around life lessons that a woman teaches to her daughter. The
Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX player have millions of views,
and the movie is one of the best Hindi dubbed South Indian movies to

watch online. 11. Thalaivan A Thalaivan is a remake of 1983 Tamil movie
Neerum Neruppum, starring Kamal Haasan, Sridevi, Savitri, Manorama

and M. R. Vijayakanth, directed by K. Bhagyaraj. Kunal Sharma wrote the
script, which also has dialogues written by Mani Ratnam. The title

Thalaivan was originally chosen for the Tamil version, but was renamed to
Neerum Neruppum due to English ratings. The Hindi dubbed South Indian

movies on MX player have millions of views, and the film is one of the
best Hindi dubbed South Indian movies to watch online. Thalaivan is one

of the Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX player, and the best Hindi
dubbed South Indian movie to watch online. It is one of the remake

movies of the Tamil movie Neerum Neruppum with Dhanush in lead role.
Mahesh Babu, Asin, and Thulasi Nandana also star in the film. It has

millions of views which makes this Hindi dubbed South Indian movie one
of the best Hindi dubbed South Indian movies to watch online.
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